Solution Brief

Adaptable Automated Response

Accelerating MTTR Based on Your Requirements

When it comes to protecting your organization from
malicious threats, fast response times are critical.
Analysts are slowed by repetitive manual processes
and waste as much as 75% of their time investigating
false positives, making automation a critical need
for security operations. Automation can reduce false
postives by more than 95%, and industry research
shows that automation can deliver significant returns.
• Businesses without security automation have an
average cost of $6.03M per breach
• Organizations with fully deployed security automation
reduce costs of data breaches by 60% (saving $3.58M)
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But many organizations are reluctant to fully embrace
automated incident response for a variety of reasons,
including:
• Lack of confidence in the accuracy of alerts
• Can’t control when certain actions are performed
• Action may cause more damage than the threat
• Security automation is too complex to deploy

The LogicHub Solution
LogicHub’s SOAR+ platform allows you to respond rapidly in whatever way works best for you
with our adaptable approach to automation. Any automation can be fully automated, configured
to require one-click automation, or can be rapidly executed from directly within any case through
an embedded CLI. And many cases are automatically mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK framework,
delivering recommended actions that can be rapidly executed based on your preferences.
Because no two organizations are the same, we make it easy to configure any response to fit your
specific operating requirements. For example, you can fully automate activities related to case
enrichment and threat verification, allowing you to confirm a threat quickly, while requiring one-click
approval for enforcement actions like disabling users, quarantining devices and killing processes. If
any action for one of your integrated platforms isn’t immediately availble, you can request it from
directly within the UI and it will be delivered within 1-3 days.
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Adaptable Automation in Action

LogicHub SOAR+ Benefits

Challenge: Threats like ransomware attacks or the use of stolen
privileged credentials require immediate containment to prevent
catastrophic damage. While automated enforcement actions like
disabling user accounts and quarantining devices can immediately
stop an attack, they can also be disruptive to business if executed
in response to false positives. This causes many organizations to
limit automation to non-enforcement related actions, requiring
analysts to intervene. Manual response is not only slower, it is
susceptible to human error.

With the LogicHub SOAR+ platform’s
approach to automation you can reduce
the entire detection, triage and response
life cycle to seconds or minutes. Benefits
include:

Solution: LogicHub lets you easily configure any automated
action to require one-click automation to adapt to your operating
requirements. That allows you to fully automate activities related
to case enrichment and threat verification, while allowing you to
verify a threat before approving enforcement actions like disabling
users, quarantining devices and killing processes. And if any action
is currently unavailable, you can request it from directly within the
UI and it will be delivered within 1-3 days.

• Guided playbook builder with
automatically recommended actions

• Integration with any platform to
automate the right action every time
• Extensive library of automated actions
for rapid response

• In-app requests to develop new actions
• Recommended actions aligned to
associated tactics and techniques from
MITRE ATT&CK
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To learn more about the LogicHub SOAR+ visit: logichub.com/SOAR
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